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No Joseph," he whispered again, resigned. Rugby player, Deborah thought, for he was tall and looked hefty beneath his coat. And his hands, clasping a rolled-up museum plan
in front of him like an unlit candle, were square and blunt fingered and fully capable, she imagined, of shoving other players to one side in a dash down the field. His face, raised to
study the da Vinci, looked both worried and pained, with crescent bags beneath his eyes and heavy lines on his brow. Book Preview, Missing Joseph - Elizabeth George. You've
reached the end of this preview. Sign up to read more! Missing Joseph is a compelling study in relationships, including our own main characters of Simon and Deborah, Lynley and
Lady Helen, and Barbara Havers and her mother. I especially enjoy Lynley and Havers working together to solve a crime. This book wasn't a particular favorite of mine though.
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